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TRANSPORTATION

Aspen Marine underwriters and claims specialists understand the unique nuances of the trucking industry.  
We have specialized coverage forms, superior service, and a network of outside claims adjusters that 
specialize in the transportation industry. Our approach is designed to ensure the exposures you see coming 
and those that are just around the bend.

The general overview of our appetite below can be supplemented by more detailed product-specific reference guides. Please ask 
your underwriter for more detail.

OUR TEAM ENSURES KNOWLEDGEABLE AND COORDINATED WORLDWIDE 
SERVICE

HIGHLIGHTS
• Debris removal coverage

• Defense costs coverage

• Contractual penalties coverage

• Expediting expenses coverage

• On/off board electronics coverage

• Refrigeration breakdown coverage

• Mobile equipment coverage

• Personal property coverage

TARGET
Our target trucker is one with 25 or less power units that has 
more than 3 years experience and hauls general commodities 
with values less than $100,000 per load.

ACCEPTABLE
We will consider truckers that have up to 50 power units, and 
that haul more specialized commodities with values up to 
$500,000.

This material is intended for licensed producers.
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WHY ASPEN?
• Senior level expertise and decision making capability at the 

point of sale

• Holistic approach to solving our clients’ coverage and 
service needs

• Expert knowledge of targeted industries

• Small, focused and specialized team with access to global 
capabilities

• Dedicated, specialized and integrated claims personnel

• Creative, flexible, service-oriented and efficient

CLAIMS
We have integrated underwriting and claims teams. Our 
commitment to our customers is to provide best-in-class 
claims management across each of our business lines. We are 
one team with considerable expertise and years of experience. 
Our promise is to respond promptly when a claim arises and 
to manage the process fairly and effectively.




